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Several years ago I purchased a collection of
miscellaneous beer labels as part of a silent auction. I do not
collect labels as such but l enjoy the artwork and learning about
old breweries. As I was sorting through the labels looking for
defunct breweries, current historic breweries and of course
regional and national breweries I came across a few samples that
surprised me. Included in the Miller Brewing collection was a
label for Marlboro Beer. It was identical to the red and white
label found on the cigarette box. There was also an identical
label for Maverick Beer instead of Marlboro Beer. In gold, white
and green was a Benson & Hedges label along with another Marlboro label with a different
design. Along the side of the labels was printed “BREWED AND BOTTLED BY MILLER BREWING
COMPANY, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN.” The red and white Marlboro and Maverick labels had,
“MILLER BREWING COMPANY MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN” printed on the sides. Two more of
the green, gold and white labels were for B & H Beer and Belvedere Beer. On the right side
written vertically are the words “MADE FOR BENSON & HEDGES, CANADA, LTD., MONTREAL.”
The ultimate question is did Miller ever produce and market a Marlboro Beer? What about the
other brands mentioned?
It is important to understand the historical time frame to put these labels in perspective
In 1969 Philip Morris purchased Miller Brewing from the conglomerate W. R. Grace and
Company who had purchased it from the Miller family. The predominant product of Philip
Morris was tobacco.
1965 brought the first printed warnings on
cigarette packs warning of the dangers of smoking.
Tobacco products were experiencing a decline due
to the Surgeon General’s
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I hope everyone is safe and healthy. I also hope you have not run out of
malted, hopped, fermented beverages in your home. Hopefully this unusual time
will come to an end soon and we can get out and support local businesses. Because
of the indefinite schedule please check before you go to attend any event.
Unfortunately one of the more interesting events for the Museum has been
cancelled. That is this year’s Germanfest.
Along that same line, our brewing at Old World Wisconsin is also on hold until
the facility can safely open up and any necessary adjustments for the public can be
made. Please check our website for any updates. We will do our best to keep you current on
any changes.
We have a variety of topics for your enjoyment in this issue. Let’s greet one of the
newest board members. Learn about a barrel broker. Jerry J. brings us two more breweries
to enjoy down the road. Tom Gray takes us inside a German bar in Two Rivers. If you take
the scenic route to Door County stop in and have a German beer. Next time you see me ask
me about my embarrassing moment at Kurtz’s thirty years ago. We continue the misnomer
stories with the legend of Pabst Blue Ribbon. I hope you enjoy the feature article on Marlboro
beer.
Let me emphasize once again that if you would like to write an article for the newsletter
please let me know and I can work with you. I have ideas or you can come up with your own.
Darrell
sdarrell770@gmail.com

Your Newsletter
There are many people who work to put your newsletter together and we all
hope you find it interesting. Darrell Smith is the Editor and Penny Zobel does the
layout. Jerry Janiszewski faithfully writes Brewskis as well as other articles and
Sherry Janiszewski helps with the proof reading. There are guest writers who
are contacted by our editor and consent to allowing their work to be republished
and contributing writers such as Bob Giese and Tom Gray who write on
subjects that you might find interesting. The work doesn’t end there, Andy
Ogens does your mailing and Geoff Kroening gets the newsletter to our web
page.
A special thanks to one and all for all your work and an invitation to
everyone else if they have something to contribute.

The answer to last issue’s trivia question: The answer to last issue’s trivia question: In
1959 (e) the aluminum can was introduced ; 1960 (c) the aluminum can top was
introduced; 1962 (d) the Tab top can was introduced; 1965 (a) the “Ring Pull” tab is
introduced; 1969 (b) canned beer outsold bottled beer for the first time.
This issue’s trivia question: from 1940 – 1965 Liebmann Brewing located in Brooklyn
New York ran an annual contest inviting customer input. What was the contest?
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The Museum of Beer & Brewing is proud to introduce one of the new
members of the Board of Directors to you.
Nikki Collier is the founder and owner of Leashless Lab. Their
mission is to be the handshake trick between the animal protection
and the craft beer communities by upcycling organic brewing
byproduct, the spent grain, into a dog treat that benefits charitable
organizations across the country.
She has a combined fifteen years of marketing, sales,
and operations management experience in corporate retail
working with many of the nation’s leading brands. She is now
using that knowledge to create a brand that brings joy to both
dog and beer lovers alike, while making an impact in the community and for the
environment.
As an entrepreneur, Nikki has intentionally shaped her career to unite passions
and hobbies into a unified professional and personal life. Beyond canines and craft
beer, her life-long enthusiasm for travel fulfills a desire to gain a deeper
understanding of diverse opinion and global perspective. Outside the office, Nikki and
her family enjoy visiting communities across the country and globe, immersing
themselves in the local scene, and exploring neighborhood identities through their
culinary, craft, and canine expressions.

By: Tom Gray
The doors are unlocked, the framed Octoberfest posters
from Munich are hanging in the dining room, and the sun is
streaming through the stained-glass windows. The staff is looking
sharp and the kitchen is stocked and ready to go. It’s time to open
for another day in the 116-year history of Kurtz’s Pub and Deli in
Two Rivers, Wisconsin.
Recently I sat down with Jim Christensen whose family
started and owned Kurtz’s for most of that time to hear some
stories. This is excerpted from our conversation as well as a brief
history written by Jim and his uncle Lyle who worked in the bar in
the 1920’s.
“My grandfather Charles Kurtz was an adventurous young
man” says Jim as he began an afternoon of storytelling while we
sat at the bar and enjoyed a beer. In the late 1890’s Charles
traveled to Milwaukee from Two Rivers in search of a job.
Eventually he became an apprentice bartender working for the
mayor of Milwaukee in his South Side Saloon and later in the
The original Kurtz’s at the
famous Schlitz Palm Garden. Around 1900 Charles returned to
Grain Exchange.
Two Rivers and tended bar at the Lake House and saved his
money.
On December 13, 1904, he was able to purchase the Marine Exchange for $6300 (about
$180,000 in todays dollars) and opened his own place. It was still known as the Grain
Exchange, but the name CHAS F. KURTZ was proudly displayed above the door. The primary
business was catering to the sailors from the Merchant ships coming into the port.
Later in 1911 Charles moved to the Palace Bar a few blocks away. At that time women
were not allowed in the bar, but Charles opened a special side room with a separate door
where a man could bring his lady friend. Then on July 1, 1919 everything changed. Prohibition
struck and it was illegal to sell any alcoholic beverages for the next fourteen years.
Charles tried to keep his business selling only soda, candy, gum, and cigars. Times were
tough and it was time to move again. Charles rented the Opera House Bar figuring the
commerce from the opera would keep the business alive. His son Lyle joined him. Then
opportunity struck!
Continued on page 4
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Continued from page 3
In 1923 Charles met “Big Sam”, a bootlegger from
Milwaukee. Suddenly, real beer was available again. Previously
(when beer was legal) the cost of beer was five cents a glass.
Big Sam would deliver kegs of beer in the middle of the night in
a black truck. The cost shot up to 20 cents a glass and a barrel
cost the bar $20. However, that price had an added benefit.
When the “Feds” were going to make a raid, Charles would get
a call the day before. Then he and Lyle would load all the beer
in their own truck and park it in a garage someplace. When the
Feds came, no beer! The next day they brought it back. We
have to assume the local sheriff, who was probably a customer,
did not talk to the Feds.
It was a wild time. Bar fights were common. In 1926
Charles decided to move the bar once again. This time the
official name was Kurtz’s Bar. In 1936 Charles, who was one of
the leading Democrats in the county, was appointed Postmaster
of Two Rivers by Franklin D Roosevelt. The Saloon was turned
over to his two sons, Sidney and Edward Kurtz.
In the meantime Robert Christensen (Jim’s dad) married
Evelyn Kurtz, Charles’ only daughter. He was a welder and
Robert Kurtz with the 4 taps. initially had nothing to do with the bar. He started working with
Sid part time in 1947. Ed had moved away several years earlier.
Sid decided to move on in 1950, at which time Robert assumed
full time operation. It was still in the family so they decided to keep the Kurtz’s name as they
were widely known in the area.
Robert decided to try many new ideas that were unheard of in small town Wisconsin. He
put Wurtzburger Hofbrau (light and dark) on tap and became the first saloon north of Milwaukee
to serve imported beer. At that time it took several months to get the beer from Germany to
Two Rivers. There was also Schlitz from Milwaukee and Whitecap from Two Rivers on tap. An
innovation not common at the time for a Wisconsin bar was a unique glass for each tap beer.
Each glass was rinsed with clean water before being filled. Later Robert added Polynesian drinks
like the Blue Hawaii and Mai Thais for $1.50 each.
Jim Christensen came home from the Army in 1967 and joined his father in the business.
Kurtz’s had just moved (again!) to its present location on Washington Street in Two Rivers.
About that time they started serving a simple menu: four cold deli sandwiches with chips and a
pickle on a paper plate. No other place in the county served a beer and sandwich at that time. It
was a success.
The 1970’s were a good time for Kurtz’s. Wisconsin dropped the drinking age to eighteen
in 1972 and sales rose dramatically. But in 1983 tragedy struck the family. Robert suffered a
stroke and after 33 years was no longer behind the bar. Jim took control of the family business.
The 1980’s started to be a period of declining sales. Wisconsin had raised the drinking
age back to 21 and there was more competition. Jim decided to expand the kitchen. He added
hot sandwiches, salads, and desserts. The timing was good and the business was growing once
again. In 2004 Kurtz’s celebrated 100 years of business!
On tap were only European beers; Guinness, Czechvar, a Hefeweizen, and the HackerPschorr beers, each served in their namesake glass. Maibock and Octoberfest always had their
respective seasons, long before they were commonly available at other establishments.
Customers could purchase their beer in an English yard, a 3-foot tulip shaped glass used back in
the stagecoach days by the drivers who did not come down from their perch at rest stops. Jim
bought the last yard glasses made by Libby Glass Company as part of a special order.
Over the years Kurtz’s was known as a good place to work. The staff wore white shirts
and ties and everyone was entitled to a beer or drink after their shift. Many staff members had
10 or even 20 years of experience. Kurtz’s was one of the first bars in Wisconsin to go smoke
free, long before the law forced it. Jim stated “I didn’t want my staff exposed to smoke all day
long.”
Kurtz’s started Octoberfest in 1992, closing the parking lot, putting up a tent and having
German bands play. It quickly became one of the largest festival days in Two Rivers and the
biggest day of the year for the bar.
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One of the distinctive features at Kurtz’s are the windows. In the
front of the building are two large stained glass windows that Jim
rescued from a church in Manitowoc that was replacing theirs. If you look
closely you may notice that the window is upside down. Jim explained “I
like the colors on the bottom of the window better, and they would be
covered by the counters in the kitchen so I had them installed so the
colors would be on top!”
The only other window in the main bar is a beautiful 3-pane
stained glass window with a stylized “K” in the middle. One day a window
maker from Milwaukee came in and told Jim that he’d like to make the
perfect window for Kurtz’s,
basically at his own cost. The
result is fabulous and on any
sunny day the light radiates
Installed upside down
through
these
magnificent
for beautiful color.
windows.
Time moves on. Jim
Christensen decided to retire and there was no one left
in the family who wanted to continue ownership. On
December 31, 2013, after 109 years in the same
family, Kurtz’s was sold. Current owner Brenda Fisher
is keeping the Kurtz’s name and many of the same
Kurtz’s today.
traditions that have been developed over the years
while adding some of her own.
The employees no longer wear ties and there’s an occasional craft beer on tap. The old
juke box has been replaced by an electronic version. But Hacker-Pschorr is still proudly served
in its own unique glass that has just been rinsed. The deli sandwiches with chips and a pickle
are still there, but now the expanded menu has daily specials. Instead of the sailors now it’s the
tourists on their way to Door County that stop by. Other bars in the area now serve Octoberfest
and Maiboch, but Kurtz’s remains as one of the iconic bars in Wisconsin.

Scofflaw

A scofflaw was originally a person who drinks illegally. It was formed
by combining scoff and law. It’s use has been extended to mean one who
flouts the law, especially those difficult to enforce such as traffic and parking
laws.
Scofflaw was the result of a nationwide contest held during Prohibition. Delcevare King,
an enthusiastic supporter of Prohibition, wanted to create a new word for “the lawless drinker”.
Two separate entrants submitted the word and split the $200 prize equally. Out of over 25,000
entries scofflaw was deemed the best and most suitable. The word was used from its origin in
1923 throughout prohibition. It remains a term for anyone who displays disdain for difficult to
enforce laws.
American Beer History, “Such scofflaw behavior wasn’t limited to trains.” This is in
reference to Babe Ruth, yes, that Babe Ruth, having homebrew delivered to his train car prior
to departure of the train to the next town.

Welcome

New Members
` We would like to thank the people that have renewed
their memberships since the last newsletter. Your interest in brewery
history and the completion of the goal of having a beer and brewing
museum in much appreciated. We welcome new members:

Susan Neckar - West Allis, WI
We are glad you joined and look forward to seeing you at upcoming events.
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According to the Brewers Association there are over 8,275 breweries in
operation across the country in 2020. As industry growth has slowed, craft
brewers are slowly increasing their share of the total market. Many local
communities continue to support their local craft brewers as history seems to
be repeating itself. Jerry enjoys writing and speaking about breweries and the
history of the brewing industry.
time where we can learn more about the beer
that made Foxtown famous.” The cream city
brick and stone caves were fully restored
along with lighting illuminating the base of all
of the walls. A brick malting oven and a well
which served as a water source are also
located amid the caves. These caves were a
fascinating spectacle to observe and plans are
in the works to offer tours to the general
public this summer.

As far back
as the Stone Age
man has always
treasured
caves.
When you mention
to
a
beer
enthusiast that a
brewery has beer
caves their eyes
will usually gleam
just as their Cro-Magnon ancestors did
thousands of years ago.
The recent
restoration of the Opitz-Zimmerman Brewery
built in 1857 hit the “cave” jackpot when a
second level of lager caves was discovered
during its renovation.
I met Tom Nieman the owner/president
of Fromm Family Pet Food and Rob Yeo of
Foxtown Brewery a couple of years ago. They
explained their aggressive plans to revamp
and open the Foxtown Brewing Company
(foxtownbrewering.com) located at 6411 W.
Mequon Road in Mequon, WI and they were
executed superbly.
The walls of the
impressive structure are cream city brick.
Reclaimed barn wood boards decorate the
floors and immense ceilings covering the
70,000 square foot restaurant and beer hall.
Original tree trunks are exposed overhead
where they serve as support beams and add
to the rustic old world ambiance.

General Manager Kyle Smith explained
how the two levels of beer caves are
“relatively unchanged from the buildings early
days of beer production and are an
architectural marvel serving as a window in

A brick
malting oven
was located in
the caves.
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Brew master Nate Bahr (formerly of the
Bavarian Bierhaus and Lakefront Brewery)
brings his passionate brewing skills to
Foxtown where they brew a variety of
delicious types of beers. He brews, kegs and
cans their beer at a remote site in
Germantown with plans to install a seven
barrel system in Mequon. I enjoyed samples
of their Homestead Helles, Pioneer Pils, 160
Acre Landbier, Augie’s Dunkelweiss, and
Hidden Well Hazy IPA. The atmosphere at
the bar was very friendly and Hostess Andrea
Weissgerber was very knowledgeable when it
came to answering questions.
The
restaurant
menu
offers
an
impressive
variety
of
mouthwatering
selections from appetizers and sandwiches to
gourmet salads and entrees.
They also
feature the Foxtown fish fry and haddock
po'boy on Fridays.
The Foxtown Brewing
Company will take you back in time so that
you can enjoy the heritage and brewing
history that Wisconsin offered in the 19th
century. This is a destination that you don’t
want to miss and should be added to your
bucket list.

While you’re in Ozaukee County you can drive 8
miles north to 1505 Wisconsin Avenue, Ste. 170 in
downtown Grafton to visit the Sahale Ale Works (www.sahalebeer.com).
Owner Matt Hoffman, whose resume includes brewing at St. Francis
Brewery, Lakefront, 3 Sheeps and Avery Brewing, utilizes a three barrel
brew system to create some exceptional beers.
He sells most of his beer in 16 ounce cans or in their embracing
taproom that features a bar with the brewery equipment located directly
behind it. Several tables and booths are placed throughout so customers
can bring in their own food or have it delivered. Stylish hop cone lights
which can change colors are an appealing feature located above the bar.
The name of the brewery comes from Sahale Peak, a mountain
located in Washington State that Matt climbed in the past. It means
“falcon” or a “high
place” and the name Sahale rhymes with
Koala.
Matt offers a variety of brews for
you to enjoy including 1896 Amber Ale,
Warm Fuzzies Imperial Stout, This is for
the Hustlas Blond Ale, Skybreaker IPA,
Voyager Golden Ale along with a variety
of other offerings.
As springtime
approaches it’s time to venture out and
please remember to support your local
craft brewery, historical society and
museum. Prosit!

Charles F. Barber ultimately
designed
the
reverse
containing a sailing ship, scroll
and three male figures.
Maureen Ogle writes in
Ambitious
Brew,
“Every
entrant who met the standard
would leave Chicago with a
commemorative bronze medal
and a parchment certificate.
The White City’s purity would
thus remain unsullied by
undignified brawls for prizes
and grubby scrimmages over
medals
and
ribbons.”
Unfortunately
exhibitors
ignored such notions.
The beer judges were instructed to
score each beer on purity, color, and flavor
and assign a score between 0 and 100. Any
beer that scored 80 or greater would leave
with a bronze medal and certificate. This was
not good enough for the five beer judges so
they determined their own categories,
including chemical purity and commercial
importance. Therefore the breweries were
competing for the highest score to be
awarded the winner, even though there was
no official grand prize since each medal was
identical.
Continued on page 9

This is another of several intermittent
articles addressing some common
misconceptions regarding beer circulating
today. If you have a question on a specific
“story” you have heard and want to know
the truth, or have something to share, we
would be glad to hear from you. Contact
us at sdarrell770@gmail.com
Pabst Blue Ribbon
Pabst has historically been called Blue
Ribbon following its win at the World’s
Columbian Exhibition in Chicago in 1893. The
beer may or may not have won the beer
judging competition.
Awards were extremely important to
exhibitors, which would then be used in
advertising, marketing, and sales promotion.
The Centennial used a unique system to
award medals. The only medal awarded was
a bronze medal instead of a ranked award
system. Between 400 and 600 medallions
were struck by the Scovill Manufacturing
Company of Waterbury, CT. The obverse was
designed by famed sculptor Augustus SaintGaudens. The reverse had to be redesigned
because
the
United
States
Senate
Quadricentennial Committee rejected the
original design because it contained a nude
male.
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Marlboro Beer
Continued from page 1
Because of the changes influencing the
tobacco industry, Philip Morris was exploring
alternate revenue sources shortly after it
purchased Miller Brewing. A trademark for
Marlboro beer was filed in October 1970. This
could be to provide exclusive use of the mark
nationwide or in connection of the product.
The trademark provides notice of your claim
of ownership and prevents infringement by
other corporations or foreign goods. It does
not however guarantee a specific product will
be produced.

United States Patent Office

933,338
Registered May 2, 1972

PRINCIPAL REGISTER
Trademark
Ser. No. 374,145, filed Oct. 23,1970

Philip Morris Incorporated (Virginia Corporation
100 Park Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017
For: BEER, in CLASS 48 (INT. CL.32)
First use Oct. 16,1970: in commerce Oct. 16, 1970.
Applicant disclaims the work “Beer” apart from the
mark as shown.
The drawing is lined for the colors red and gold.
Owner of Reg. Nos. 68,502, 880,337 and others.
J.J. DEMOS, Examiner

The company obviously had plans for
Miller with the intent to apply the same
advertising strategies to the beer industry it
had used with its tobacco products. Did this
marketing intent include Marlboro Beer?
I
have
found
pictures of bottles with
Marlboro labels attached
to them indicating the
thought was present. It
is
possible
that
someone took labels
and affixed them to
bottles without them
ever being filled with
beer.
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I have spoken with a then
regional
sales
manager
for
American Can Company that was
visiting a Georgia can plant.
Inside the warehouse was a
separate locked storage area that
contained one hundred cases of
beer that rotated every sixty to
ninety days. Were these cans of
Marlboro?
There are anecdotal stories of Marlboro
Beer being test marketed. There is a memo
dated 9/3/1971 from the Minnesota tobacco
litigation board to The Tobacco Institute
expressing the concerns a field manager in
Cedar Rapids, Iowa had as he sent a
Marlboro label and wrote “Miller Brewing Co.
is introducing a beer in this area called
Marlboro. . .”. There is an internal counter
memo from Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp. dated 9/15/1971 that media in Cedar
Rapids
was
checked
and
specifically,
television and newspaper,
could find no
activity concerning Marlboro Beer.
A letter dated 9/28/1971 from the
President and Executive Director of The
Tobacco Institute addressed to the Executive
Vice-President of the Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Corporation in part stated they
should meet to discuss Marlboro beer along
with another matter.
A
Philip
Morris
inter-office
correspondence dated 10/13/1971 reviews a
telephone conversation T. F. Ahrensfeld, Vice
President and General Counsel for Philip
Morris from 1971-1976, had with a Tobacco
Institute representative. The memo states in
part “the Institute people were very disturbed
at having received a beer bottle containing a
MARLBORO label.”
“The tobacco Institute
group felt that the advertising of the product
on radio and television could jeopardize the
entire Washington scene.”
Ahrensfeld,
assured the Tobacco Institute representative,
Horace Kornegay, that he believed that Philip
Morris would never use the trademark for
Marlboro for beer or any product other than
cigarettes.
Concern continued through 1978 with
an Inter-Office Memorandum from
RJR Tobacco discussing competitive
activity.
It states that Miller
Brewing will introduce a Marlboro
Beer in Oklahoma that year.
Reports had been received over the
past year indicating that Philip
Morris would introduce a Marlboro
Beer. February 1984 brought more
speculation that Miller would be
introducing a new product called
Marlboro Beer.

A Philip Morris letter dated
August 18, 1994 in response to an inquiry
that Philip Morris consider using the Marlboro
trademark on a beer product sums up much
of the company’s philosophy. Philip Morris
had considered the idea of a Marlboro Beer
on several occasions. They had not acted on
them for a variety of reasons. As of the date
of the letter there were no plans to
reconsider the idea of using the Marlboro
trademark on a beer product.
The letter continued that new beer
products with more or less new or original
trademarks have been very uncommon.
Most new products have had a beer heritage
such as Miller Lite and Bud Light.
The
Marlboro trademark was successful but also
carried baggage. “In addition to the fact that
it would be a ‘borrowed’ trademark for a
beer, it might carry some material negatives
in the beer category, which is also very
image conscious.”
Part of the attraction
would have been to use the Marlboro
advertising.
However, it was felt that
Busch’s advertising was a knock-off of
Marlboro and this would adversely affect the
likelihood of using Marlboro advertising for
Marlboro Beer.
During this period Philip Morris was
expanding its corporate portfolio. In 1985
they
purchased
General
Foods
and
purchased Kraft Foods in 1988.
While Marlboro labels and bottles exist
I could find
no definitive proof that a
Marlboro beer existed. There is abundant
evidence that the possibility existed. Would
it have been a reformation of an existing
Miller brand? In an era before it became
acceptable to add adjuncts to beer would it
have had a tobacco flavor?

There is a
MARLBORO label
with an address of
MILLER BREWING,
EDEN,
NORTH
CAROLINA.
The
heart of tobacco
growing
country
seems the perfect
place to introduce a Marlboro Beer.
What about the Maverick Beer label?
As it turns out the
Marlboro trademark in
Canada was owned by a
competing
tobacco
company,
Imperial
Tobacco.
Once again
other than pictures on the
internet I cannot say for
sure Maverick beer was
ever test marketed or
released to the public.

Continued from page 7
After much skullduggery between the
judges and the top two contenders, Anheuser
-Busch and Pabst, Pabst was declared the
winner by a fraction of a point. Frederick
Pabst quickly announced his brewery as the
winner, even though his medal was the exact
copy of the other award winning brewers.
Therefore Pabst boasted his beer was picked
as “America’s best in 1893.”
Phillip Best and Company won a bronze
medal (once again the only medal presented)
at the 1876 Centennial Exposition in
Philadelphia. The beer that won the award in
Chicago was called “Best’s Select.” The name
was changed to Pabst Blue Ribbon after its
‘victory’ at the Columbian Exposition.

In a stroke of marketing genius around
1882 Pabst began tying blue silk ribbons
around bottles to set them off from the
competition. At home consumption of beer in
bottles was rare at the time when bottles
were predominantly embossed. Patrons in
bars would ask for the blue-ribbon beer. This
was ten years before his purported win at the
Chicago Exposition.
There were no gold, silver, or any type
of ribbons officially given to contestants at
the
1893
World’s
Fair
in
Chicago.
Contestants that were awarded a bronze
medallion and official certificate could order a
blue silk ribbon with gold leaf lettering and
gold fringe. Contestants were charged $2.50
for each identical ribbon.

If you have any
further evidence, ideas or information please
contact me. Let me know what you think.
Sources used in compiling this article include
but were not limited to:
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www.samsmancave.com/Oridyctuibs/MarboroBeer-Lable_Marl.aspx
www.history.com/this-day-in-history/Nixonsigns-legislation-banning-cigarette-ads-on-tvand-radio
multiple beachpackingdesign.com sites
Email exchange with Daniel Scholzen, Archivist
-MillerCoors Milwaukee, 2018
Email exchange with David Herrewig, Past
Archivist-MillerCoors Milwaukee, 2018
Email with Giorgio Sega, MillerCoors, 2018

By:
Bob Giese
In case you
missed it, Milwaukee’s
local newspaper had
an article on John Gill
who owns “The Barrel
Broker.”
Shortly
before his wife was
transferred
to
Milwaukee
from
California’s
wine
country, John saw an
opportunity
selling
used wine barrels to
microbreweries
like
Sierra Nevada. After moving to Milwaukee
from the Napa Valley area, he has expanded
his business and is now in his third location
which is his largest warehouse, located in
Menomonee Falls. The move to Milwaukee
provided greater opportunities being closer to
Kentucky.
The barrels he has may have been the
barrels your glass of wine came from, or the
bourbon that was in your cocktail, or your
last tequila with a lime, yet these barrels
still had a future, and may have been used
for the last beer you have had from one of
your local bars or microbreweries. Once the
barrels have been used for making bourbon,
they can by law no longer be used for more
bourbon, so are sold to Scotland, Ireland, and
Canada. Scotch, Irish Whisky, and Canadian
Whisky are not restricted from using used
barrels. I quote Fred Noe at Jim Beam who
said, “if it was not for what bourbon that was
left in our barrels these other whiskeys would
taste
like
p---“.
With
the
rise
of
microbreweries and the desire for different
types of beers, there is a growing market for
these barrels. John acquires barrels from
Heaven Hill, Four Roses, Elijah Craig and
others. John still acquires barrels from
wineries in California, and now receives rum
barrels from Florida, and Tequila barrels from
Mexico. From the time the barrels are
emptied John has a thirty-day window to
receive them and move them out of the
warehouse to his customers. During the time
the barrels are in his warehouse, he needs to
keep the humidity and temperature at a
desired level, and the barrels need to be
hosed down to keep them moist
Just about every microbrewery in the
Midwest including Third Space, 1840 Brewing,
and Milwaukee Brewery, as well as others
outside the Midwest call John wanting one or
a number of barrels for brewing a special
batch of beer.
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His main seller is the
bourbon
barrels, yet the barrels that he acquires that
had rum or tequila in them are also in
demand. As barrels are received, he has them
stacked up in different areas of the
warehouse. John knows exactly what he has
and what is going to be needed. An added
benefit to his business is that some of the
rum barrels still have a little rum in them
which he empties for his enjoyment.
I asked if he acquires any barrels from
Jack Daniels and was told that he does not.
He said the barrels that held Jack Daniels are
reused for Rum or Tequila.
While visiting John a truck pulled up
from a nearby microbrewery to pick up a
number of barrels. Once loaded onto the
truck, they were taken back to the brewery
for the brewing of beer. A barrel aged beer a
number of us will be enjoying in the not too
distant future.
The next time you have a barrel aged
beer from one of your local establishments, it
is very likely that it came from one of the
barrels
that
John acquired,
nurtured, and
sold
to
the
brewery
of
your
choice.
Brewing
has
changed
dramatically
from the time
of
the
beer
baron’s
dominance.
Today, people
want to try
different types
of beers and
the
varieties
are many with
the
different
types of barrels
and the contents that the barrels once held,
and were absorbed into the wood. The wine,
bourbon, tequila or rum that is in the wood is
what makes so many of the new beers today
a true pleasure to drink. Yes, the best of
many worlds.
Prost!
If you are interested in a barrel for rain,
flowers or making your own beer, visit his
warehouse, contact
John Gill
Chief Barrel Guy
262-236-9189

By: Darrell Smith

Greg Smith has written several other books, many of which I
have read and enjoyed before taking a place on my beer book shelf. This
book will take its place of honor soon.
As the book title states it starts almost at the beginning of U.S.
history. Jamestown is bypassed to begin the American Beer History with
the Mayflower Pilgrims. The often told story of the crew determining there
was no time for further searching after being blown off course from their
intended target of New York because “our victuals being much spent,
especially beer” is repeated here. From there you are led through 400 years
of beer history culminating in microbreweries and brewpubs.
Time and space does not allow for every brewery in every state to be
represented. However the breweries and individuals mentioned are a fair
sampling of the story as a whole.
The book is divided into twenty-one chronological chapters focusing on how beer
influenced American culture, history, life and society in general. Simultaneously the effect of
society’s values on brewing were included. Think Prohibition.
Because of the layout of the book a specific story may be continued over two or three
chapters. I found this annoying at first but found the story easy to follow once the book
returned to the story. The more chapters necessary to cover the story meant the person or
brewery was prominent for a longer period of time.
The book has many anecdotes about people and their beer. A reader is often entertained
by facts and stories arranged in an easy to read manner. These are the personalities, events,
and politics that influenced, and still do, influence brewing.
Prominent breweries from coast to coast are covered. Because of the scope of the
project one could always nit-pick and say their favorite brewery was not included or covered
as well as one would like. The same could be said for regions of the country. As I think of
brewing from the production of hops and grains, through brewing, distribution to my
refrigerator and into my glass for my enjoyment all aspects were covered.
Smith’s references are well footnoted. His bibliography is extensive and thorough.
There is no index however. I contacted the author about this and he stated he had thought
about it but was concerned that inclusion of an index would turn the project into a two volume
tome. Considering he has 101 pages for his footnotes and bibliography I tend to agree.
This is a book for you if you enjoy American history. It is also a book to enjoy if you
have a curiosity regarding the brewing industry. There are few new revelations but it is a
central repository of information.
American Beer History, from the Mayflower to Microbreweries
ISBN: 9781081554101

By Gregg Smith

The town of Lajitas, Texas, (population 80) once had a goat
named Clay Henry that was so popular it was elected goat mayor of
Lajitas. He was famous for chugging beer. The goat’s fondness for
beer earned him widespread attention and brought fame and tourists
to town. You had to provide the beverage early in the day because
by the afternoon he had to take an afternoon siesta to overcome his
inebriated state. His descendants can still be found around Lajitas
today. His favorite beer was reportedly Lone Star.
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